SELF SUFFICIENCY WORKSHOPS – PRACTICAL/THEORY
WORKSHOP 16
Price -

Live tree fencing
(walk and talk)

$80

Length - 4 hrs

WORKSHOP 17
Price -

Live tree fencing
(practical)

$130

-

Fencing method
Dispelling myths
Varieties of trees to use and for what
Additional uses for the live fence
Tree fodder
Organic buffer zones
Firewood
Additional benefits

TAKE AWAY – cuttings and poles
This is a practical hands on workshop where we will
erect a permanent 8 wire live tree fence using both
live poles and conventional posts
To give an overall grounding in farm fencing. If you
want to build you own fences this is the workshop to
attend

This includes lunch

Length - 7 hrs

We will teach:
- Tools required
- Lines and benching
- Post hole digging
- Putting a strainer in
- Footing and staying the strainer post
- Angles, foots and stays
- Ramming
- In-line posts
- Running wires
- Wire knots
- Straining
- Battening

WORKSHOP 18
Price -

$80

Length - 4 hrs

Tree fodder and
sabbatical fallowing

TAKE AWAY – cuttings and poles
Walk and talk
This will give you first hand insight into alternatives
to chemical fertilizers, emergency and healthy feeds
for livestock
-

Soils and soil health
Stock and stock health
Trees to use
Trees you cannot use
Fallowing method
The golden hoof system
Trash fallowing

TAKE AWAY – cuttings of fodder trees

WORKSHOP 19
Price -

Gate and hurdle
making (modern)

$130

Gate Making
This workshop is hands on. If you want to learn to
make your own timber gates and hang them yourself
you need to attend

Length - 7 hrs

We will teach:
- Types of timbers for gate making
- Bolting and other fixings
- Hinges and catches
- Hanging the gate we make
TAKE AWAY – printout on method and standard
sizes
Hurdle Making
This workshop will show you how to make a
traditional sheep hurdle using home grown poles and
mill wastes, using modern equipment and tools
We will also show you how to hang and swing a
small hurdle using a wine bottle for the hinge
-

WORKSHOP 20
Price -

Organic weed
control on farm

Timbers and materials to use
Construction method
Treating the finished product

TAKE AWAY – the hurdle you make
Organic weed and parasite control on the farm.
How to get off the chemical treadmill

$80

Length - 4 hrs

-

Theory and farm walk
Is this really a weed?
Weeds as soil indicators
Mono and mixed farming
Manual control
Animal control
Trace elements and weeds
Lime and its uses
External parasite in stock
Internal parasite in stock
Genetics that help
Herbs that help
Why do we need it so tidy anyway?

TAKE AWAY – cuttings

WORKSHOP 21

Building a chook
dome/tractor

Practical session on building a chook tractor that can
be moved in minutes:

Price - $60
-

Length - 4 hrs

Detail of materials required
Putting together the base of the tractor
Building the framework
Strengthening the framework
Attaching the chicken wire
Creating a door
Making a perch
Attaching the tarpaulins
Making a nesting box
Securing the tractor

TAKE AWAY – instructions on how to build a
rectangular or round chook tractor
WORKSHOP 22

Building a solar
oven

Practical session on building a solar oven from
materials found around the home

Price - $60

Length - 4 hrs

-

Detail materials required
Putting the oven box together
Insulating the oven box
Building the reflectors
Putting foil onto the reflectors
Connecting the reflectors together
Creating and attaching the slip-in piece
Setting up the solar cooker
Aiming the cooker
Cooking containers

TAKE AWAY – instructions on how to build a solar
oven

